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From the
Editor
Hello Builders,
Recently, I posted a message on the Horseless Carriage Replica
Builders Group, saying that there would be no May/June 2012 HCR Newsletter.
A Decision to post the message was a difficult one to make, but at the time I
had absolutely nothing to fill the pages with.
A few days ago, I received an E-Mail from Australia’s Northern
Territory by a man named, Mark Fielke. After introducing himself, Mark, went
on to tell me briefly of the Olds Pie Wagon Replica build he had recently
completed from plans he had purchased from me. I immediately replied to
Marks message and requested that he send me a few pictures of his project for
the HCR Newsletter.
This weekend, I received an ample amount of pictures from Mark
and a brief storyline of what went into the build of his beautiful Light Delivery
Replica. I would like to reverse the clock a bit and use Marks remarkable
pictures and accompanying explanation to put out a late May/June Issue of the
HCR Newsletter.
I believe, all of you will agree, these pictures of Mark’s Pie Wagon
build, taken against Australia’s Northern Country background, are really
beautiful….I’m sure you will all enjoy this late Issue of the HCR News…
Lee
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From Australia’s Northern Country…
A Light Delivery Olds Replica
by

Mark Fielke

G'Day Lee,
Here are the photos
as promised. Hope that there
are not too many. Now here
goes.....
The chassis is made from 3x1/2 C section fully
bolted together (no welding) with high tensile
bolts. The rear springs are from a veteran Dodge a
mate had. The rear diff is vintage T ford. It is
modified to take the tails haft of the engine. The
pinion bearings are from a Morris Minor (a direct
fit). The brakes are hydraulic 9 inch with vacuum
boost. The T ford brake backing plate and
hub rivets were drilled out and pressed inward and
re-riveted. This allowed new brake backing plates
to be bolted on, giving better brakes. The steering,
is also T ford. It was easier to adapt and all the
parts were already made. The steering shaft was
cut down and re keyed. The headlights are Dietz
1906 oil lamps converted to electric (high/low
beam) giving great lights. The wheels are 30x3 1/2.
The pie wagon is powered by a 5 speed ATV 400cc
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quad engine. I don’t know what the top speed is as
I keep running out of driveway. I have added
running boards as it makes it easier to get in and
out. The front seat base lifts out to gain access to
the engine through a hatch. Most of the electrics
is behind the front kickboard panel behind the fuel
gauge. There are also indicators fitted with the old
throttle lever used to operate them from under
the floor. Well that’s about it but if any of you
would like to know any more please let me know.
E-Mail: dmarafura@hotmail.com
Keep up the Great work you are doing. It a
real credit to you.
Kind Regards!
Mark Fielke
DARWIN AUSTRALIA
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And now…a few of Mark’s build pictures…
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I wish to thank Mark for the
beautiful pictures he submitted to the
HCR news desk that made this issue
possible.
The July 2012 “Anniversary
Issue” will have lots of great stuff but I
want to remind everyone to submit your
pictures, articles, stories, safety tips,
etc., to me for the Newsletters.
We have a great hobby in the
building of HCR’s. A truly wonderful
hobby that can be shared with the Grandkids or good friends. We are getting
good exposure with each Issue of the HCR Newsletter. Help me make it work
by submitting something…Don’t forget how much enjoyment you get out of
the hobby, let’s pass it on to other HCR Builder’s….:)
Thanks to all who have contributed…
Enjoy,
Lee

www.HorselessCarriageReplicas.com
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